
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He was _________ young to require much shaving.1. too

My host was kind _________ to give me a few lessons; less harshly taught
by the count I made good progress and applied the rules and calculations I
knew by heart.

2. enough

He was fortunate _________ to do so, and had a long talk with a young
clerk on books of jurisprudence.
3. enough

Napoleon was wise _________ to recognize such diplomacy, and
encouraged her to intrigue like an experienced diplomat.
4. enough

It was not ornate _________ to please, generally, but those who admired
the old Louvre liked the simplicity of its lines and the dignity of the elevations.
5. enough

We had had quite _________ of it all.6. enough

She was long _________ under for that.7. enough

It was _________ sudden for me to find the words.8. too

It's _________ dark to make any sort of time.9. too

The room isn't large _________ for so many.10. enough

The good soul is quite handsome _________ to have ambitions; she is
Scotch-poor and proud-and will act as my chaperon.
11. enough

Some of them were eligible _________, and all were of some position in
the West.
12. enough

The picture was _________ clear to permit a mistake on that detail.13. too

The prospect was far _________ alluring to be resisted.14. too
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He was not old _________-nor was it in the gentle blood of his Mackenzie
mother-to know the meaning of hate; but something was growing swiftly in
Peter's shrewd little head, and he sensed impending danger whenever he
heard the sound of the axe.

15. enough

I am _________ old to be of service here.16. too

I had just _________; so I gave it to him.17. enough

We are _________ serious for one another.18. too

This sort of thing is common _________, but there is another case that
may prove deceptive if you undertake to judge from appearances.
19. enough

You were _________ frightened, weren't you, Robert?20. too
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